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Legal Aid Center Opened;
~To Service Linda Vista
by Rick Williamson
and Don Rubin
The Neighborhood Legal
Service Center, the Law
School's new clinical education
program, opened its doors Feb.
3 to the Linda Vista community .
The Center has a staff of 12
third-year day and fourth-year
evening students, all of whom
are certified under the Legal
Internship
Program
to
practice
law under the
FAREWELL - Professor Ronald Maud sley s hows his appreciation to
members of his equity c lass for their friendship and a g ift they had supervision of volunteer local
just gi ven him . The occasion was Maudsley's farewell party Dec. 10 . attorneys.
shortly before he lef1 for his home in England. Th e class gave him an
These students will be inengraved set of pewter mugs.
volved in the counseling of

Writing Competition to Select
Candidates for Law Review
The Editorial Board of the
San Diego La w Re view
Association has formulated
tenative rules for a second
semester writing competition.
Editor-in- Chief Alan Winterhalter explained that the
competition is vastly different
from the one held first
semester , for severa l reasons.
" First of all, our three issues
for this year are fully committed, so there would be no
place to publish any articles as
we did in the first competition.
Secondly, the first competition
proved that it is almost impossible to write a good law
review article without edi torial
help. "
The new competition will not
have as its goal a finished
article. Instead, it will involve
a short research a nd writing
exercise. Those selected from
the competition will ach ieve
candidate status in the Review.
From there, they must write
two publishable articles. as any
other candidate for member ship, and-or board positions
for the Review.
Because the competiti on will
lead to candidate status for
next yea r's Review, students
who will graduate thi s yea r are
not eligib le. First year
students.
however,
are

What's Inside
On the inside pages of
this issue you will find:
Advice from the author
of Gilbert Law Summaries .. 2
America's Greatest Crisis .... 3
LSCRRC Notes . . ...... . .. . 5
Letters . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 6
President's Report ......... . 7
Police Car
'Ride-Along' Program .. .. . 8
Fraternity News •. . . . . . .. e
Professor Dessent ........ 11
The Draft Lottery
Revisited ...... ........ .. 12

eligible. Although the final
rules have not been written by
the Board, the competition will
take the following form. The
Association will provide each
competitor with a short legal
problem. In a given amount of
time-about two or three
weeks-competitors
must
research and write what might
be called a legal memo on the
problem. The memo will be
limited in page length and
number of footnotes. Grading
will involve depth of research,
writing ability, white-booking
of ci ta lions and the correctness
of the solution. Problems will
be written with faculty
assistance and model answers
will be drawn.
At the present , it is planned
that the competition will take
place over the spring recess so
as to interfere as little as
possible with schoolwork.
Winterhalter also explained
that the Association will
continue to " invite" a percentage of the top first year
students. "We are unable to
say what percentage of the
first year class will be invited
beca use a new Board will be in
control at th at time. Past
experience indi cates tha t the
top IO or 15 per cent will
receive invitations. Part of the
decision will rest on how well
the writin g compe tition is
received. " In vitations will go
to th e top students whether or
not they have entered the
writing competi tion . Because
inv ita ti ons will be based on the
full first year grades, a top
student ca n enter the competi ti on a nd gain a valuable
advance start whil e wa iting for
second semes ter grades to be
compil ed.
Fina l rules will be drawn in
the neY.t few issues and will be
ava ilable around the school.
"The policy of the San Diego
Law Review Association is to
give every student the opportunily to write for the
Review . No student is
foreclosed from
writing

merely because his grades do
not place him in the top of his
class. We have found, " Winterhalter explained, " that hard
work and a sincere desire to do
legal research and writing can
partially make up for grades. I
urge that every student
seriously consid er entering
this writing competition.
Although graduation may
seem distant to some, it will be
too late then to ha ve Law
Review on your resume.
Careful planning and hard
work will insure that you offer
the best qualifications when
you leave USD. "

indigent clients, and the
preparation and litigation of
cases involving landlordtenant relations and welfare
rights. Working with them will
be a number of first and
seconi-year students, who will
have the opportunity to
become certified interns in the
program during their last year
of law study, thus providing for
continuity in the program.
Professor John Sherry is
charged with overall administration of the center, and
student co-ordinators of the
program are third-year day
students Alex Landon and Nap
Jones.
In addition to legal work, the
Neighborhood Service Center
will be involved with community relations projects ,
including the preparation of a
consumer-rights guide and a
landlord-tenant pamphlet for
distribution to residents of the
Linda Vista community.
These publications will
outline the legal rights and
responsibilities of the citizen in

these area s of potential
litigation.
Those involved in the administration of the ce nt er
foresee substantial demand for
the center ' s services, and
expect that the program will be
expanded next year to include
a larger staff of certified
students, and will be able to
provide services to indigents
from other parts of the ci y.
The center is temporari ly
located in the Family Service
Center near Kear:ly High
School, but will be moved
within the near future to a
1 a r g er ,
perm a n e n t
headquarters in the Linda
Vista area.
The clinical program was
planned and organized by USD
law students, with the
assistance and support of the
law school administration and
members of the local bar.
Similar programs that are
successfully operating in other
communities provided a basis
for organizing the program
here.
·
·

Alumni Association Elects
Bill George as President
At a r ecent election of the
law school alumni associa tion
Deputy County Counsel Bill
George was elected President.
Also elected with hi m were:

From the Dean;

1

As we have reached the half-way mark in the academic
year _1970-71 , I think it appropr iate to say a few words of
greehng a~d encoura gement. Perhaps it is even an appropnate tim e for the Acting Dea n to render a "State of the
Law School" message! But 1 assure you that I have no intention of doing that now . I have no doubt, however, tha t
such a formal message would conta in some thrilling
passages of progress in the life of the law school in which
you ha ve played a pa rt. It would a lso conta in a reference to
problems still unsolved and which we must continue to
attack. My message to you now is much sim pl er a nd actually , I U1ink, more fundamental.
A law.school, like oth_er human instituti ons, is made up of
peopl e, m this case d1v1ded functionally into the categories
of students! facul ty, and ad ministration. The end product
toward which all are working is well-trained competent
lawyers ~ho will co ntribute lo the loca l, sta te ~ nd nationa l
comm umti es a nd bring credit to themselves a nd to their
profession. The problems that these communiti es, a nd the
( cont·i nned on pg 7)

Wesley Har ris , First Vice
President ; Jack Mc Ca be.
Second Vice President: Ed
Duggan, Secretary ; and Albert
J . Boone, Treasurer.
Eleven new directors were
elected as well. They included:
Fred Link , Geroge Hunt and
Ed Pulaski , James Chanoux,
Jim Franklin a nd Laureen
Gray , Frank Gregorcich , Pete
Nunez a nd Don Schmidt, Mike
Thorsnes and Mike Witte.
Among the cha nges already
implemented are the addition
of a seco nd vice president a nd
two more directors on the
board.
Bill Geo rge· sta ted that the
associa tion is questioning its
role and reason for ex is tence.
He added Uiat tl1e organization
will not remain idle whil e
attem ptin g to a ns wer t hi s
question, however.
George out.lined some of the
197t programs which included
severa l new comm ittees a nd
progra ms. Since the 1971 State
Bar Association Convent ion
will be held in Sa n Diego, the
alumni association pla ns to
coordinate several concurrent
acti vites. Depending on law
student interest George sa id
the associa ti on wo uld be
willing to explore the possiblity
of holding CEB-type programs
for law students which would
emphasis the practical aspects
of la w practice.
Pres ident George sta ted that
hi s first officia l act would be
Uie granting of a mnesty to a ll
politica l prisoners.
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THE GRANDFATHER
Man9 , many years ago
When I was twenty three
I was married to a widow
Who was pretty as could be.
The widow had a grown-up daughter
Who had hair of red.
My father fell in love with her
And soon they too were wed.
This made my dad my son-in-law
and changed my very life
For my daughter was my mother
'cause she was my father's wife.
To com plicate the matter
even tho it brought me joy
I soon became the father
of a bouncing baby boy.
Our little baby then became
a brother-in-law to dad
And so became my uncle
though it made me very sad.
For if he was my uncle
Then that also made him brother
of the widow's grown-up daughter
who, of course, was my step-mother.
My father's wife then had a son
which kept them on the run
And he became my grandchild
for he was my daughter's son.
My wife is now my m other's mother
fl, nd it makes m e blue
Becavse although she is my wif e
She's my grandmother too.
And if my wife is my grandmother
Then I'm her grandchild
And everytim e I think of it
It nearly drives me wild
For now I have become the strangest
case you ever saw .
As husband of my own grandmother
I'm my own grandpaw.

Preparation of Own Outlines
Suggested by 'Gilberts' Author
The best way for a law analyze conflicting rules of
student to pr epare for law.
examina tions is to make his
Rutte r s tr essed that his
own outline, according to the · summaries are not intended as
man who writes and revises a substitute for casebook
the Gilbert Law Summaries, a study , but as a supplement. "A
well-known set of commericial student may find it helpful to
outlines.
annotate his Gilbert with class
" Anything the student writes notes," he said, "but a superi~r
himself is the best material for method would be to use his
review, " said attorney William class notes and his Gilbert to
A. Rutter, who visited the Law write an outline of his own."
School J an. 27. In making his
outlines, the student should
Rutter is a graduate of the
of
Southern
rely on his casebook, class University
notes, and outside sources, California Law School, and
which may include the Gilbert subsequently served on the
faculty there . The Gilbert
Summaries, Rutter said.
The Gilbert Summaries, Summaries are based on
which are used by law students outlines he used when
throughout the country, are of preparing for the California
the most value when used for Bar Examination, and he has
preparation, Rutter said. By frequently revised and updated
reading the applicable Gilbert the materials since that time.
section before studying his
Presently, there are Gilbert
casebook, he said, the student
will be in a better position to Summaries covering all
understand complex cases and California Bar topics and

It was explaine d that the
probl e m can be resolve d in

Winterhalter went on to
explain, " The law suit which
we were forced into has not
helped the matter , as the legal
fees we have incurred
r epresent almost fifty additional pages that could have
gone into the book. The result
is that cutbacks will probably
have to be made in the lead
article area." A cutback in
lead articles was described as

Rutter said that law school
professors are aware of the
topi cs
covered on
th e
California Bar Exam, but in
structuring their indi vidual
course formats, they might
place emphasis on topi cs not
necessarily co vered by the bar,
while de-emph asi zing areas
that are.

Other adva ntages of a bar
rev iew course, Ru tter sa id.
include the disciplined pace of
study, the int erpla y of class
discuss ion s , " and t he experienc e of writing a different
type of exam. "

Law Review Has New Problem
- There's TOO Much Material
several ways. The size of the
book could be increased, or
there could be a decrease in the
number of articles accepted
publication.
Either
for
solution , however , presents
new problems. If there is
sufficient good student work, it
is difficult to limit it, as the
Review is the students '
publication. The Law Review
budget is a very tight one, and
increasing the number of
pages would require additional
money.

The r evision of outlines and
the preparation of new titles is
a time-consuming process, and
requires Rutter to kee p
abreast of ma ny recent cases
and law review articles. He
also maintains a law practice
in the Los Angeles area, and
works on the preparation of
outlines for a commerci al bar
review course.

" Ideally, thi s should encourage the student to make
use of outs ide sources, and
prepare a n outline covering a ll
rel ev ant ma teri a ls in the
course," he said. But he noted
that many students do not do
thi s , and ther efore mu st
depend on re view cours e
outlines to fill gaps in their own
class notes, when it comes to
studying fo r the bar.

D. Latham
M. Jaffe

The traditional problem
around the San Diego Law
Review was to find sufficient
material to complete three
issues a year. For the first
time, a new problem has
developed-too
much
material. " We had long been
conditioned to think that no one
was interested in our Review,"
said Alan Winterhalter, Editorin-Chief. " But then we
discovered that the reason no
one seemed interested was
because they had never been
asked to either subscribe or
contribute to the Review. We
began asking, and to our
delight, found that many local
and national prominent attorneys were interested in
writing for the San Diego Law
Review." Now the Review
fa ces the problem of too much
material.

many law sc hool e lec ti ve
subjects. Rutter said he hopes
to add two more titles, Labor
Law and Administrative Law,
to the Gilbert line " within the
near future ."

At USC Rutter was a law
review editor and a member of
Order of the Coif. His undergradua te school was the
Uni versity of Ca li fo rnia at Los
Angeles, a nd he has both a B.A.
and M A fr om that school.

Mr. Rutter
particularly disagreeable to
the editorial board because
lead articles are what sell the
Review and garner its sta tus in
U1e legal community.

Rutt e r
said
" s tu dent
de m a nd " ge ne r a ll y determines the need for addi ng new
titl es to the line of Gil bert Law
Sum ma ri es. a nd r et ai le r s
us ually let him know what
titl es law students ha ve been
as king for.

Now ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . .
Heavily Stocked

The Association will attempt
to obtain more fund s so that all
material
can
be
good
published . If additional funds
can not be obtained , th e
editoria l board will face a
serious prnblem in deciding
which articles to print.

in San Diego
Legal Books
Outlines
Horn books
Codes
Summaries

~Call

in your Special Orders ~

rnECHNICAL
FULL HOUSE - Dr. L eo Gelfand l ec tures to stud ents en r oll ed in his mcdi cul rpo o f cl uss. Alwuy s
a popul ar el ective, class size doubl ed thi s yea r nnd wu s moved into Mor e H all all.er more th an 175
signed up ,
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Part I: The Problem
It is the opinion of some Black Americans that racial. equality

under the American legal system has not advanced since 1857
when the Supreme Court announced, in Dred Scott v. Sanford:
The Constitution of the United States does not act upon
one of the negro race whenever he shall be made free .u~der
t.'1e laws of a state and raise him to the rank of a c1t1zen,
and immediately ~lothe him with all the privileges of a
citizen of any other state, and in its own courts;
The descendants of Africans who were imported into this
country and sold as slaves, when they shall become
emancipated, or who are born of parents who ~ad become
free before their birth, are not citizens of a state m the sense
in which the word citizen is used in the Constitution of the
United States.
White men point to Plessy v..Ferguso.n, an~ B~o.wn v. Board of
Education to illustrate that the American. Jud1c1al system has
progressed from Dred Scott to "sep~rate but equal" and fina!Jy
to the recognition of the full equality of Blacks. They argue,
therefore that the Black man need only utilize the legal
processe; to achieve full social equality.
To dispel any myths about the utilization of the legal system by
Black Americans to attain their objectives, it is only necessary
to look at a few historical facts. The Black man's reliance upon
the court system was less than justif!ed in ~e past. Of nearly 2000
cases of acts involving Black American discontent prior to 1875,
670 were petitions for freedom. Moreover, these statistics only

America's Greatest Crisis
- - - - B y Peter W. Bowie and Napoleon A. Jones J r . - - - - - .

While many individual events have transpired since the
original preparation of this discussion, each event adds
only to the necessity for evoking changes in the present
legal system, and does not altar or contradict what has been
written. Some of those events are: 1) the granting of tax
exemptions to the southern white "private schools"; 2)
the sacking of Robert Finch as Secretary of H.E.W. ; 3) the
H. Rap Brown fiasco in Maryland; 4) the assault in Detroit
on Panther headquarters and the subsequent shoot-out;
5) the Panther trials in Connecticut and New York; 6)
the search for and arrest of Angela Davis; 7) the Seattle 7
case; 8) the November, 1970, conference of Black organizations sponsored by the Panthers in Washington, D.C.
Although each of the events are of great importance in
themselves, together they serve as additional and current
indicia of America's greatest crisis, despite President
Nixon's attempt to divert national energies to environmental problems.

take into account the appeals to the highest state courts. Black
attempts to achieve equality in modern times have been beset
with equal hazards and obstacles - namely, political and legal
gobbledygook. The 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown was
effectively negated by the 1955 Supreme Court Implementation
Decision. The Supreme Court gave defendants such time as was
necessary, in the public interest, coupled with good faith compliance, to implement the decision. The impact of the latter
decision was to render the integration mandate nu!J and void, ab
initio.
The annullment of Brown is not surprising. It points up the fact
that the system - the Constitution and laws of the United States
- are inseparable from the society they frame. That society is
indelibly racist. That society systematically excludes, castrates
and denigrates the Black American solely because of his color.
The racism in American society is a social phenomen that occurs
at all levels. The proof of this analysis is plain when the facts are
examined.
In 1963 Black peoples of Birmingham met in a church to discuss
how to effectively attain their constitutional rights. As a direct
result of that meeting the church was bombed and four Black
youths slain. Medgar Evers, .a civil rights worker in Mississippi,
was murdered while attempting to effectuate the Constitution for
Blacks. Other examples of repression are too numerous to
mention. Their import, however, is clear. There is a compl\!te
breakdown m the legal system at very basic points - prevention,
detectwn and arrest - when the rights of Black people are involved. The implied constitutional right of bodily integrity appears to be non-existent.
Nor is the situation a phenomenon unique to the South. In a
very revealing study conducted in the North, seven criminal
cases were studied in detail. Of the four which involved Black
defendants, racial prejudice was present in each case. One juror
summed up his views in the following manner : "Niggers have to
be taught to behave. I felt that if he hadn't done that he's done
something else probably even worse and that he should be put out
of the way for a good long while ."
Taken alone, the preceding quote may have little significance·
in its context, the significance is great. Legal nonsense brings out
the essence:
In a trial of a Negro for rape, the verdict was set aside and a
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new trial granted where a juror had expressed racial prejudice
during 1leliberations. In a Nevada case a different result was
reached where, after the rendering of a verdict of guilty in a
robbery conviction, a juror said that, "The dirty Nigger got what
he deserved."
.
The reasoning employed to justify the result in the Nevada case
was that statements made after the trial do not imply misconduct
during the trial. Nonsense! If reason and experience are the
cornerstones of the American judicial system, those cornerstones are crumbling. The reasoning of the courts is off base,
and experience in the United States would indicate that most
Whites are overtly or covertly racist. Reason and experience
should tell us that as related to the Black, when his jury, in most
if not all cases, is all white, the "jury of peers" concept is a farce.
It should not take verbal expression during jury deliberations to
make the reasonable man aware of the fact that the Black
defendant has not received a fair trial. The probability of a Black
receiving a " fair" trial from an all or predominantly white jury
is negligible.
The crisis of this situation becomes more apparent when
viewed within the existing social context:
Two significant and related trends can be identified in the
present struggle. One is a changing self-image indicating
that Negroes are finally throwing off the stigma of slavery,
and insisting upon full participation in the American
Society. The other is that they are taking the initiative for
bringing about the conditions which will make possible this
participation and have resorted to extra-legal methods or
inducing change when the legal system has failed to accommodate their expectations of equal status through
conventiona. legal agencies. . . . It has produced a
corresponding militancy in the assaults on stubbornly
entrenched policies and practices predicated upon the
assumed inherent inferiority and the consequent
debasement of all Negroes.
In the 1960's these trends came to fruition. Blacks demanded
their rights and challenged the existing legal structure on many
different levels. Riots swept many American cities. The genesis
of these riots has astutely been pointed out not to be the result of
irrational or perverse human nature ; rather, the underlying
causes have been attributed to antecedents which lie deeply
embedded in the history of race relations in the United States.
Racism lies at the core, and law, while attempting to answer
some of these problems, is a grudging, rearguard action which is
subverted by informal procedures.
While the Supreme Court makes occasional gestures toward
equality, the system remains entrenched in White supremacy.
One of the earliest cases of note is that of Robert Williams. As
president of the NAACP - North Carolina Chapter - he advocated that the Black man arm himself for protection against
physical abuse by Whites while attempting to secure his constitutional rights. As a direct result, charges were concocted
against him, to wit: kidnapping a white couple. Because of the
prevailing social atmosphere and the belief that he would have no
opportunity for a fair trial, he was forced to flee the country or
face "lawful" imprisonment. The system had reacted to the idea
of Blacks protecting themselves from abuse at the hands of
bigots, not to the core problem- the initial abuse by Whites.
The American society has refused the Black American a
position of equality. Strides taken by the Black man to "become
equal" within the existing structure have produced nothing more
than the social phenomenon "white backlash. " In reality, the
backlash is nothing more than covert racism becoming overt
when Whites feel their system is threatened. When Blacks have
demanded equality they have been faced with courtrooms and a
social atmosphere that has produced consistency and
retrogression as opposed to progression.
Eldridge Cleaver had his parole status revoked because of an
incident with the police. The report of the case indicates, in part,
that "the incident was unprovoked. The Oakland officers were
routinely checking out a suspicious person near a white Ford
bearing Florida license plates when they were fired upon .
During this incident Bobby Hutton, while walking out of a door
with his hands up, was shot to death. Cleaver had his parole
" cancelled" and he was detained at San Quentin pending a
'hearing by U1e California Adult Authority. He was released on a
writ of habeas corpus. The writ was revoked and Cleaver was
ordered back into custody. Eldridge Cleaver fled the country.
"The incident was unprovoked." One need only assess a few
objective " facts " to discount the credibility of this statement: 1)
This is the same police department that made a regular practice
of " plastering" the names of juveniles on a bulletin board at
police headquarters and, based upon just that, a rresting those
juveniles; 2) This is the same police department that maintains a
list of the license numbers of all known Panther vehicles and runs
a routine interdepa rtmental check each tim e it encounters a
Panther vehicle; 3) This is the same police department known in
U1e Black community a nd testified to in court as oppressive,
harassing agents; 4) This is the same police department, two
members of which fired into the Black Panther Party
headquarters openly and maliciously , immediat ely subsequent
to the rendering of Huey P. Newton 's verdict.
Reason and experience require another conclusion, at least on
the issue of provocation. The Oakland Police Department on
numerous occasions has shown a flagrant disrespect for the law
in their dealings with Black people. But then, who polices the
Police department? Or does a nyone really care as long as the
transgressions are pointed at Black peopl e'?
Bobby Seale was indicted for conspiracy to incite a riot during
U1e 1968 Chicago Democratic Convention. Although Scale's case
has been severed from his co-defendants, and the conspiracy
charge has failed as against them, Seale still fac es a four-yea r
jail term for contempt of court. Effectively, the la w enforcement
Co11 ti 11ued
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CRISIS

Continued
process has been used to kill, imprison or cause to flee , the
.
leadership of the Black Panther Party.
The Muhammed Ali case is, in itself, a capsule analysis of the
current legal system. He was tried and convicted on the charge of
refusing to be inducted into the Army. Muhammed Ah was a
minister in the Nation of Islam but was not afforded the exemption ordinarily forU1coming for ministers. Additionally, his
White-controlled profession stripped him of his heavyweight title.
This was a heavy price to pay for espousing unorthodox religious
beliefs.
Police Tactics
Police attitudes and practices have been documented from
sources outside of the Black community as they relate to the
Black community. A recent comment lists studies which indicate
that over 50 per cent of white police officers assigned to Black
districts expressed extreme prejudicial attitudes. Another 25 per
cent expressed mildly prejudicial attitudes. In Watts, prior to the
riot, police referred lo nightsticks as " niggerknockers " and
displayed pictures of Eleanor Roosevelt on the precinct station
wall with the caption "nigger lover." Policf' in California have
distributed literature against fair housing; have become a
distribution center for hate literature ; and have contributed to
increased membership in right-wing groups, with a corresponding intolerance for membership in left-wing groups.
The police have a very special significance in the Black
community. They are not seen as the "brains within " or the
" wheels behind" the power structure but merely as the pawn•: of
the structure. It is felt that they are not responsive to the neer'5 of
the Black community, but are the "acting agents" on the part of
on the part of the majority " white" community. Yet this is the
critical and initial interaction the Black community has with the
community al large. It is within this vein that one must view the
case of Huey P . Newton.
The ~lack Panther Party is an organization dedicated lo
reli eving the Black community from oppression by the police
department (power structure) and bringing about a level of
political sophistication within the Black community. The
organization endorsed the idea of self-defense to ward off oppressive tactics. Within the Black community police "field interrogations" reach the point of pure absurdity; the transgressions against the Black man's personal integrity are only
partially attested to by the reported complaints against the police
department. The Black Panther Party urged the community not
to tolerate any further transgressions. Panther members were,
and indeed still are, being subjected to surveillance and
harassment by the police department (power structure). Fred
Hampton was shot to death in the early morning hours in a raid
by the Chicago Police Department. The facts surrounding this
incident are still in dispute, but a committee of elected Black
officials, among others, are investigating. It has been shown
that :

Hampton was shot from above while lying in bed according to an independent autopsy conducted by the former
chief pathologist for the county coroner's office and witnessed by three physicians; two bullets entered Hampton's
head from the rightand from above, at a 45 degree angle.
Whatever happened in that apartment on the morning of
December 4, it coulc.; not possible have been the 20 minute
"gun battle" that the police and the State Attorney's Office
have described again and again. State Attorney Hanrahan,
distressed by what he said were the "outrageous " and
"slanderous" statements made to the press , decided to try
his case in the Chicago Tribune. But evidence provided to
substa ntiate his account of the raid turned out to be
fraudulent, .. . A picture purporting to 'show bullet holes
where the Panthers shot at police in the kitchen turned out
to be a picture of nail holes, and the bullet-ridden
"bathroom " door turned out to be the inside of the bedroom
door.
Huey P. Newton,_ the founder of the Black Panther Party, was
taken mto custody m Oakland, California, on or about October 28,
1967. Around November 13 of the same year, he was indicted by
the _Grand_Jury of Alameda County for the murder of Oak land
Pol.ice Officer John ~rey, assault with a deadly weapon upon a
pohce officer, the kidnapping of one Dell Ross together with
'
notation of a prior felony conviction.
Around September B, 1968, a jury returned three verdicts ·
guilty of ~oluntary manslaughter of John Frey, not guilty of
assault__with a de~dly weapon upon a police officer, and
recogmtio~ of the prior felony conviction. The trial court granted
defendant s motion for Judgment of acquittal on the kidnapping
charge on the basis that there was no evi dence to support the
charge.
One of th e points on appeal bears particular significance in
relation to the previous discussion:
The preval_ence of_ wh.ite racism in the general community
created the 1mposs1b1hty of impaneling a white jury from
which said white racism and bias might be uncovered (and
thus eliminated through challenge for cause) through voir
dire techniques ; and because of prejudicial publicity
d1ssem mated by the authorities of the city of Oakland and
cou~ty. ,of Alameda,. i,oisoning the atmosph ere a nd
preiud1cmg potential Jurors against defendant.
By w_ay of comparison, during the Detroit riot a Black man was
found m a motel room with White women . He was taken into a
back room and killed. The police officer charged with the crime
was acquitted by an all-white jury of the charge of first degree
murder after the venue had been changed because the defendant
could not receive a fair trial in Detroit
. In light of thes~ cases the controlling la~, as pertains to Blacks,
1~ ~hat ~spoused m the Drcd Scott decision. A Black man is not a
citizen m the same sense as that word is used in the Constitution.

The legal structure has been activated to suppress any dissent.
The cases of Father Groppi , Dr. Spock, Captain Levy, and the
"Chicago Seven" should be fresh in our minds. In October, 1969,
Judge Gerald S. Chargin, while addressing a Mexican-American
youth, intimated that Hitler was right - that the " animals" in
our society should be eliminated or p_ut out of the way for a long
while. He felt that Mexican-Americans, after they become a
certain age, turn into animals and should be treated as such. He
is still a judge, despite his obvious racism. Justice seems, within
the existing legal structure, to be nothing more than a myth for
the oppressed minority .
J . Edgar Hoover has stated: "In America today there is a
frightening lack of respect for law and order and a growing
tendency toward civil disobedience - a doctrine that is
abhorrent to the orderly processes of law and order." Mr. Hoover
is correct. The orderly process of which he speaks means nothing
more than a relegation and acceptance of the slave status for the
Black American. Law and order is synonymous with "shut up
and keep quiet." Another article seems much more on point:
In any progressive society the law is not simply a goal
already achieved, but is a process of becoming. This being
true, the concerns of a legal order can never be exhausted
by the problems of applying and enforcing already existing
rules of law, but must also encompass the development of
new law and the sloughing off of the old.
The American legal system has become increasingly
unresponsive to the Black American's attempt to make the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth amendments a reality.
The legal system is nothing more than a manifestation of the
predominant White society and, as such, it is racist.
The American system was designed as the system of the
dialogue. Discourse and debate were to be unlimited.
Government was never to lay a hand on a speaker to interrupt him or punish him for what he believed and said.
But the police have too often been on the side of the crowd
rather than the speaker.
The basic safeguards of justice, an impartial judge and jury,
are not available within the existing legal structure to the Black
American. As applied to the Black American the existing legal
structure is unconstitutional.
In light of the foregoing analysis, it is fe lt, in regard to the
police department, that there should be complete community
control of these law enforcement agents. The community,
through the use of a representative board, should ha ve the power
to hire and fire the policemen in the Black commu nity.
It goes without saying that if a Black man cannot be judged
fairly by Whites- he must be judged by Blacks.

Part II: The Warnings

Whal has been presented in Part l are realities. In essence.
Blacks feel that tl1e lega l system exis ts only as a tool of the White
to maintain White supremacy in the cultural hierarchy and to
protect White econom ic interests. No matter how well or illfounded this belief is U1ought lo be, it must be ta ken int o account.
Case law has recognized that fears or beliefs, regardless of
foundation, are nonetheless real and must be considered.
The realities warn of the potential dissolution of America ·s
p_resent order. The causes are embedded in 352 years of history s ince the first slaves were brought to American shores in 1619.
The history of the United States provides the natural Jaw
preceden t :
We hold these truths lo be self-evide nt , that all me n are
created equa l, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain ina lienable Rights, that among these are Life
Liberty , and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure th es~
rights! Governments are instituted among Men , der iving
their iust powers from the consent of the governed. That
whenever any Form of GovernmePI. becomes destructive of
U1ese ends, it is the Right of the People lo alter or abolish it
and lo institute new Government, laying its foundation o~
such principles and organizing its powers in such form as
lo U1~m shall seem most likely lo effect their Safety ~nd
Happ1_nes~ . . . When a long tram of abuses and usurpations,
pursumg mvanably U1e same object evinces a design to
red.u ce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is
their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide
new Guards for their future security.
(con tinued on pg 9)
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By Judith Peters
Due lo the vacation break,
followed by the exam break,
followed by th e se mester
brea k, some of the activities
reported on this time may be a
bit old. However, the speakers'
topics are still relevant and are
therefor e included.
In October San Diego a ttorney
George
Ritner
described the advantages of
filing a wage earner's
proceeding under Chapter XIII

i

CRR&

financially , and restore his
self-respect.
On Nov. 2nd, Jim Floyd, a
USD graduate, spoke to
LSCRRC members on the topic
of"Criminal Law: Impressions
of an Initiate". Mr. Floyd
began his presentation by
describing his first position as
a prosecutor in the City Attorney's Office. He noted that
the
institutional
legal
education is totally inadequate
when it comes to the reality of

LSCRRC NOTES

of the Bankruptcy Act as
contrasted with the filing of a
liquidating, or as more commonly known , " st.raight"
bankrupcty.
The primary distinction ,
Ritner said , is that a
" straight" bankruptcy invol ves the release and
discharge
of
certain
obliga lions incurred by the
debtor, while a Chapter XIII
proceeding essentially allows
the debtor to refinance his
debts up to a three year period.
Its purpose is not the
liquidiation of the debtor's
assets, but to pay off creditors
from future earnings, he said.
Thus the debtor has an opportunity to retain his
property, rehabilitate himself

actual law practice.
A beginning practitioner, he
stated, will find that there is a
lot to be learned, but it can be
learned within a relatively
short time.
Floyd implied that the advantage of a beginning
pra.ctitioner who accepts a
position as prosecutor is the
opportunity of learning intimately the workings of the
system. Not only does the
initiate become familiar with
the City Attorney's Office, the
police department, and most
importantly, the judges, but he
also comes to know the clerks,
whom Floyd described as
" drunk with power", as they
can either be an obstacle or a
conduit for the attorney who
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the system by which many
aliens are smuggled illega lly
into the U.S. in the following
manner: An alien, he stated ,
first pays a pproximately $200
to his transpo rter-smuggl er. If
th e alien is fortunate, he is then
transported as far as Los
Attorney Floyd's word of Angeles, or possi bly, even
advice to the initiates who Northern California. If unventure out on their own is that fortunate, he may be dropped
they maintain a realistic at- and left stranded somewhere
titude toward clients. Nothing, prior to the San Clemente
he said, is more frustrating immigration check point.
and annoying than a defendant
The first illegal entry merely
who adamantly tells his
defense attorney " I didn ' t do subjects the alien to a
misdemeanor
charge .
it" and then spills the whole
story to the probation officer Illegal re-entry, after being
deported
is
considered
a
after the attorney has deeply
involved himself in discovery felony . Hence, the illegal enprocedure and ' '. stuck his neck trant and anyone who aids ,
abets, or assists is guilty of a
way out".
crime and subject to senA topic which should be of tencing. But the employer is
concern to every San Diego exempt from any and all
attorney and resident because liability . Yet, it is the
of our pro.x imity to the agricultural employer, who
Mexican
border,
"Im- has work and who seeks
migration and Discrimination cheaper labor, who is in acin the Federal Courts" was the tuality the perpetrator of the
subject of attorney George crime. It is the employer, not
Haverstick 's speech on Nov. 9. the alirn, who pays $200 to the
transporter for each illegal
Can you imagine a legal entrant brought to his work
system which punishes the force. But the alien-victim
victim of a crime such as rape, becomes the scapegoat of this
robbery or drunk driving , vicious sytem and its punishrather than the perpetrator of ment.
the crime ? Paradoxically,
Attorney Haverstick went on
that's the American way when
it comes to U.S. immigration to describe the rather unique
practice used by the governlaws.
ment to apprehend the tranMr. Haverstick described sporter. Generally, he stated,
must go through them in obtaining access to a judge. All
are part of an intricate network which the practitioner
may later advantageously
utilize when he enters pr ivate
practice.

You, us, and estate planning.
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these aliens are detained as
witnesses against 1 the' ·transporter. The charges are
dropped against the detai ned
alien and he is "fa rm ed out"
while the case is pending
against the transporter. While
working, aliens a re pa id the
minimum wage but th e
worker-alien receives only onehalf of the wages earned. The
remaining half to be paid the
alien by the government after
he has testified against the
transporter.
What more can be sa id about
a legal system in which the
government pays witnesses to
testify against defendants?
CHANGE?
Charles Khoury , San Diego
attorney and USD alumnus,
was the guest speaker on Nov.
16. Mr. Khoury related his
experience in handling draft
and selective service cases, as
well as problems faced by the
novice attorney beginning his
own practice.
On Nov. 23, attorney Mary
Harvey discussed her invvolvement in freedom of expression cases. Also a USD
graduate , Miss Har vey is
active in representing public
employee groups in the city of
San Diego.

Lynn Schenk;

USO Graduate;
Studies Abroad

You, the attorney, can offer your client some very expert advice. P a rticularly in the area of estate planning.
We, the Trust Department at Southern California First
National Bank, can carry out this estate management to the
fullest advantage and protection of the client's assets.
As this city's oldest and largest
Trust Department, we have the
experience and the resources to provide
the very best in trust services. We
welcome the opportunity to work
with San Diego's attorneys in
this vital work.

Miss Schenk

1····CAu......
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Remember Lynn Schenk'?
She 's now atte nding the
London School of E co nomics, a
graduate school of the
University of London , in
pursuit of a Master of La ws
degr ee. It is a one year
program in the field of international law with special
emphas is in air a nd space law
and law of the seas. She was
also granted permission to
ta ke a s peci a l ce rtifi ca te
course in air law.
Upon compl et ion of this
limited program she will be
awarded a special certificate
in air law in addition to her
LL.M.
Only a handful of schools
offer an LL.M. in internationa l
mak es
her
la w which
ac hi eve me nt eve n m or e
remarkable.
Lynn, a 1970 graduate, was
active at USD in Moot Court
wher e she acquired her interest in interna tional law.
While in Europe she pla ns to
travel to Budapest, Hungary
wher e she has rela ti ves living
behind U1e Iron Curta in. After
completion of her studies, she
expects to return to Sou them
California and utilize her
educa tion in pract ice, having
successfully passed the August
1970 ba r examination.
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Questions & Answers

Reprinted with permission from Dicta , the Son Diego
Bar Association Journal

by Mike Schaefer

I
trend in many progressive law schools toward elimina.ting the
Query: There s 8
f A B C D & F or the numerical 50 to 100 1io111ts, and
tradition?! sy~~;;'J 0 ~1~~~~uis'm;;o.' a~d FAIL, with the alternative notations of
~~g:;~~gNAL or' LOW PASS. depending on the professional calibre of the work.
Also. eliminated arc specific ranks-in-class. Severa l eastern law schools have adopted the

~~'; :;:::::t~~~· employer of recent law graduates or a~? parcn1t of a fut~1_rcgl~,~~e;·~ti~;~

::~{;~/:~!:e~o~~-t~hce nde::c;i~~f,'.~gg:;~~~n~~;;:s:;~d~~:~=~ ~::yea~r~~itional

forms
worth continuing? Is the new format adequate for curr~nt purposes.
. h' .
t
James J . Biggins. Jr.: It would probably make no d1ffer~nce to me '? mng a recen
graduate My primary consideration would be the prospective employ_e e s res pons~ to ~y
own questions The grading system would weigh very lightly in my mmd compare to t e
institution whlch gave the grade. For example, all things being equal, I would prefer a B
student from Stanford to an A student from USC.
..
d'
Robert L. Thomas: As a prospective employer, the c.urrent or traditiona l gra 1~g
systems, e.g. , letter or numerical grades and class standmg, ha~e no particular magic.
But they do let me know what kind of student a particular Job applicant proved to be. That
is what I want to know. I will acc~pt a system "".?ich tel!s m~. tha~. the facu!~Y of a law
school judged a particular job apphcant to be an except10nal or low pass student. I
am really more concerned with what the schools teach ra.ther than .how they grade.
Rogers. Wooley: I am not in favor of the trend abohshmg trad1llonal g~ade systems or
specific ranks in class. It may be an old fashio~~d position, but I do beheve the spur of
individual competition effects a pretty good trammg for lawyer types. One of the ways to
discipline oneself to good work habits and constant effort is the old A, B, C, D , and F
·h
h · t
system.
.
Although I am smug enough to think I can read a prospective employee wit ?Ut avmg o
resort to his tr:inscript, I still would like the advantage of knowmg how he did and under
what circumstances.
.
.
.
James s. Marinos : I am not in favor of retaining the tra.dit10nal .alphabetical ~radmg
system. I adopt the philosophy and procedure of descriptive gradmg .suggested m your
inquiry. When I evaluate a prospective attorney for o~r f1r.m, I am a~x10us to knmv of his
intellectual and legal talents but insist upon a sohd mix of flex1bl~ persona hty and
valuable personal traits and habits. A good lawyer must be both an mtellectua l and a
social animal. I personally like to know the class rank of the prospec~ but use it only as a
secondary evaluation standard. Assuming several prospects have high d~grees m lega l
skills and intellect, chances are the job will be filled by the one who 111amfests the most
' :.:.xible personality and traits indicative of social.awareness and ab1hty. to hold the attention and confidence of clients. Of course, all of this means more than simple grades,
.
.
gradepoint averages or class standings.
Charles w. Froehlich, Jr. : The primary purpose of gradmg student performance is the
creation of a standard by which the student can measure his own achievements. A byproduct of this is to provide indicators of the student's academic performance for use by
others as for instance potential employers. While not accurate to the last percentage
iiomt-: iaw schoof grading has iii my opiniOn lieen reasonably reliable. Also, in my opi.nion,
tbere is some correlation between academic performance and subsequent professional
achievements. Accordingly, it appears to me to be a backward step to do away with
grading.
It seems that we are presently involved in a social philosophy which rejects
discrimination of all kinds. While abandonment of discrimination upon the basis of race,
religion, or even sex may be advisable, I submit that discrimination upon the basis of
intelligence a nd achievement is still a very useful a nd not anti-social tool. It 1s regrettable
that the faculties of "progressive law schools" do not agree.
(continued on pg 7)

Soledad Trial Problems Described
By Defense Attorney John Thorne
On Oct. 28th, at the invitation
of LSCRRC, John Thorne, one
of four counselors defending
the Soledad Brothers, told a
USD audience the history of
that case. With a masterful use
of understatement, Mr. Thorne
pictured hostility , indifference,
circumvention
of
the
established judicial practice,
and assumed guilt in the initial
stages of the Brothers' trial.
Each even t leading to the indictment of these three men he
felt, seemed to be a tragedy of
errors.
A homicide was committed,
the most drastic crime within
our legal system. The forces
behind this act are graphically
described in a letter to Alex
Landon from Mr. Thorne after
his lecture al our campus.
Thorne related the story of two
powerful inmate leaders, one
black, the other wh.ite, who
were placed in the bull-pen,
exercise area of the prison.
Above them was an expert
marksman with a high
powered rifle. At the time of
the expected moment of
confrontation the men had the
judgment lo sit in counsel,
rather than battle with
prejudice. They spoke of their
common enemy, the men who

pitted them against each other
like animals . When there was
no violence, they were
separated.
Earlier, the fate of the three
Soledad Brothers was settled
by a sim ilar meeting.
Desperate men , at odds, with
explosive tensions, were skinsearched for weapons by
prison officials and then were
turned loose, two by two, one
black and one white, in the
bull-pen. Armed guards, expert marksmen, wa ited in the
towers. Nurtured hale sprung
forth , leaving three unarmed
black men dead a nd a white
man injured. One black man, a
political leader in the prison ,
known
throughout
th e
California penal system, was
shot through the heart. This
was the first step in the
Brothers' drama.
Prison radios and television
brought the inmates the news
th at the Monterey County D.A.
was sure that the Grand Jury
would find the Soledad deaths
to be justifiable homicide.
Hours later the next hi storic
step in the Brothers case occured. A guard in the 160-man
"Y" wing of the prison was
found dead by no obvious
wea pon. Again the mass media

was summoned. P rison officials issued the statement
that this was retaliatory action , stemming from the
previous killings . The biases
and prejudices underlying the
judicial procedure of this case
emerged at this point.
For 29 days the men of " Y "
wing were held in the ir four-by eight fool c e lls without
recreation or exercise. Three
bl a ck men emerged as
preconvicted suspects, a
political leader, and two shorttimers, both up for early
release. P rison life conti nued
and witnesses, necessary for
proper defense, were being
evacuated to other institutions
in Ca lifornia . Prison censorshi p allowed no letters to
reach the fami lies of the inmates of " Y" wing until a
simple note, " Dear Mother
Help me. I'm in trouble." wa~
received by George Jackson's
mother. J ackson, a brilliant
political leader and key figure
in the upcoming tria l had been
incarcerated for five years
awaiting sentencing. He was ~
free-thinker who claimed equal
rights for hi s race in a n obviously prejudiced system.
The abortive legal procedure
related lo this case is so in-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor:
In May, 1970, the newly
elected editor of the Law
Wives ' monthly newsletter
" Briefly Speaking," which I
founded the previous year,
printed criticism of President
Nixon in an editorial in Vol. 2,
no. l. This criticism was as a
fly-speck compared to Peter
Bowie's article of greater
depth. (November issue, Pa ge
4 • ed.) Shortly after the
mailing of Vol. 2, no . l, there
arose resounding criticism of
the editor for her criticism of
the president. To those who
called her, she reiterated that
the columns of Briefly
Speaking would be open to
letters to the editor, and to the
charge that such an editorial
was unseem ly in a wives'
publication, she replied that
since a great many American
law schools had suspended
classes and finals and since
indeed there was a possibility
that finals would not be held at
USD in protest to the American
invasion of Cambodia, she saw
the situation as one of great
interest a nd relevance to law
student families and therefore
newsworthy.
Before the next issue could
be published, the president of
Law Wives notified the editor
by phone that in the future the
newsletter was to be submitted
to a boa rd of self-appointed
censo r s for approva l or
disapprova l
b e fore
publica tion. The editor re fused
to s ubrr.it to censorship.
Shortly after classes bega n
U1is fall at USD an unnumber ed issue of a news letter

entitled " Briefly Speaking"
was mailed by someone other
than the elected editor ... /\ new
corresponding secretary (for
she has been stripped of this
elected position as well as that
of editor of the newsletter) and
newsletter editor has been
a ppointed by somebody and
sits in that position at all club
and club board meetings even
though
the
el ec ted
corresponding secretary and
newsletter editor has never
been officia lly notified of her
removal from office. In fact,
the By-Laws of the Law Wives
Club make no provision
whatsoever for the recall of an
elected or appointed officer,
a nd thus, no due process was
exercised by the club in its
removal of one of its duly
elected officers.

volved that it is beyond the
scope of this article to
reproduce. Numerous courts
a nd judges seemed unwilli ng to
hear the case e ither out of fea r
or in competence, poss ibly
both.
Monterey
County
Superior Court Judge Campbell first heard the case. He
allowed counsel no access to
U1e witnesses 200 of whom were
in cell block " Y", excepting
those men .sent to other institutions. The prisoners were
led to the court in chains a nd
shackles even though there
wer e at a ll times from 15 to 19
fully armed police in the court
room guarding a ll entrances
a nd exits. " Thumb screw"
techniques were obvious in the
treatment of the prisoners, but
more tragic wer e the court
proceedings. The psychologists

a nd a sociologist employed to
determine U1e s ta bility of 1he
14 witnesses selected from
Soledad said that a minimum
of U1r ee months was needed for
U1eir resea rch. The defense.
having had little opportunity to
confe r with th e ir cli e nt s,
needed a co ntinua nce and also
requested a cha nge of venue.
J udge Campbell denied this
motion a nd with complete lack
of judicial decorum, turned to
walk out of the courtroom. Al
this point, atton;~y Thorne
said he prepared to make
a nother motion, took the opportunity to rem ind the Judge
of his right to be hea rd.
Thorne's insolence resulted 111
a contempt citation : three
days or $75. In a noU1er lega l
gymnastic , Ca mpbe ll , after
(continued on pg 7)

Ernestine Fanning Sm ith
Editor:
I believe a word of thanks is
in order for the conscientious
professors who promptly gr ade
their exams and ma ke the
grades avai lable for posti ng.
Today it seems like a ra re prof
who is efficient enough to
grade his exams in a timely
ma nner. The students in those
classes who received their
gr a des early a pprecia.te the
work put in by U1e1r instructors . I hope tha t such
attention to their teaching
duti es does not go unnoticed
a nd perhaps will ser ve as an
incen ti ve to the other members
of U1e fac ult y.
Dick Kl <lllCI'

~ebruary,

with the faculty committee
chaired by Prof. Kerig.
Currently before the faculty
are two proposals in this area:
a Student Bar motion which
should place students on the
major facult y committees
before the spring, and a
Student Bar motion which is
intended to have exam grades
for the first year students
returned as soon as each class
is corrected and not when the
entire section's grades are
received.
All of you must surely be
aware of the problems
surrounding the existence of
our Honor Court and Code after
seeing the laxity with which
the last exams were received.
The Student Bar is currently
putting together a group of
students to evaluate, criticize,
and otherwise examine our
current system irrespective of
fac ulty interpretations as to its
very existence. Some answers
to the gnawing questions
sho uld be gained in this
manner. Should we ha ve an
Honor Code at all? Would we
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unbelievably expensive affair
of last year, so that more of you
can attend and enjoy the Bahia
(continuedfrompg I)
Belle's voyage around Mission
Bay. It has been our objective
World
Community,
face have become complicated indeed.
to keep the costs down so that
The training and preparation to meet them are demanding
our last great fling can include
anc\ are becoming even m_ore so.
everyone.
No dean or administrative officer of a school as large as
The Clinic in Linda Vista
the University of San Diego School of Law has become can
(now labelled the Neighpossibly know everything that happens from day to day
borhood Legal Services
among the component categories of the institution. •By the
Center) is ready for business
same token, however, any dean or administrative officer of
on February 3. It is being
such an institution is , I think, able to know and understand
staffed with 12 selected thirdmany of the events of the day, and, more importa.nt, the
year students, each with a
general trends and spirit present in the insitutio.n.
supervising attorney. Th e
It seems to me that anyone who has observed carefully
Student Bar was pl eased to
the life of this institution as it exists today will inevitably be"
contribute $1,000 to the clinic at
impressed by the splendid spirit of all three of the
this early stage. We hope to
categories in the law school. All components of our legal
secure funds from a variety of
community are to be congratulated on their spirit of
sources in the future basing
cooperation and the industry and hard work which they
our requests on our excellent
display . Frankly, it is my belief that the real cornersfone of
service to the community. Alex
Landon and Nap Jones will be
any great law school is composed of just those elements of
community cooperation, drive, and industry, in addition', of
the coordinators while Doug
course, to the intelligence which makes them possible: It'
Neistat and Rick Williamson
seems to me that the making of great lawyers and scholars
back them up as coordinators
for the first and second-year
rests on these very fundamental foundations ..
.
student helpers. The clinic will
And so, as we enter on the second semester and continue
be run on a team basis with an
our push toward the end of the academic year, let us take
one little fleeting glance at the splendid legal community
attorney, a third-year student,
two second-year students, and
where we work and live, and congratulate ourselves on
a first-year student comprising
being part of it. There is much to be done by all of us in each
each of the 12 teams. I believe
of the components of this institution during the coming
that those students selected
semester, and the time is all too short for that which we
are among our very best and
must accomplish.
are prepared to offer the best
That your own continued spirit of cooperation, drive and
in legal services in this
industry may be the source of accomplishment and
program that should in not so
satisfaction is my wish for each of you as we go through the
many years become a great
semester which lies ahead.
source of pride to this law
attorneys can and will hire ardent desire and displayed
school and its graduates.
The time has come to start students, but only after that the necessary competence that
considering the opportunities student has expressed an warrant such employment.
for summer work in a legal ~---------------------~
field. There is only so much the
Student Bar can do to inform
our legal community of the fine
( continued from pg 6)
students that are in need of
summer employment. Please ordering complete suppression granted. However, at the time
don' t wait for the "silver of the facts pertinent to the of Mr. Thorne's address at
platter. " Go out now and speak case, barring all statements USD an appeal regarding the
with the attorneys and agen- regarding the action, reversed change of venue was pending
cies in the area. Many at- his order by making the in the First Appellate District

From the Dean

By Bill Winship

As you begin the second
semester of tliis seemingly
endless law school year, be
assured that the Student Bar
has recognized the need to
change and has taken appropria te s teps aimed at
solution s to many of the
problems that have arisen .
Curriculum problems such
as 50- man seminars, day
students who are in reality
night
students ,
the
unavailability of electives to
students in their last semester,
the lack of a ny specific system
in returning exam grades, and
the limited elective course
selection are being dealt with
by students within the Student
Bar's Curriculum Committee.
The Committee's chairman is
a second-year student, Tom
Barrack who can use a ny and
all help you care to contribute.
This committee works closely
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Mr. Winship
prefer faculty proctors? If we
decide to maintain the Court,
should we beef it up with a
" tattle-tale" provision? These
and other questions can and
will be answered before the
Student Bar elections that will

take place in March.
As mentioned, nominations
for the Student Bar election
will open on March 15 and close
on the 22nd. The election itself,
on March 29 and 30 should
allow the new administration
to make the transition during
the Easter vacation.
As most of you know by now,
the Law School will have its
graduation separate and apart
from that of the Colleges for
Men and Women . The
graduation will be held on
Saturday, May 29 in the
College for Women theater.
The graduation committee,
headed by enthusiastic Judith
Peters, is soliciting a number
of distinguished members of
the legal community to speak
at our commencement. If you
can offer any suggestions for
speakers please contact the
committee early enough to
secure that speaker.
We have tentatively planned
to hold our graduation dance at
the Bahia Hotel on Mission
Bay. The prices for the occasion will be far less than that

Soledad Trial

torneys have casually ex-

pressed an interest in hiring
students and it is your
obligation to seek them out,
leave an application, interview
with them , and follow up on
that interview. Some very
excellent jobs after graduation
have grown out of sound
relations developed through
summer employment. It has
been my ob.servation that

Questions & Answers
(continued from pg 6)

Sta nl ey W. Legro: My observations are based both on my viewpoint as a orosoectiv"
employer and also as an Adjunct Professor of law at the University of San Diego Law
School.
I believe that the traditional numberical format is desirable for most law sc hools . Where the
student body is of unusually high and realitively uniform quality, a less rigid system is
preferable to avoid unduly emphasizing differences in performance which may be slight
or non-existant. The present system at most schools is the basis for a meritocracy which
gives all _students a relatively equal opportunity to earn clerkships and employment with
outstandmg private Jaw firms and public agencies, without regard to race, r eligion m·
famil y background. The present numerical system also permits the highly qualified and
hard working individual at a local Jaw school who achieves high grades to complete effectively for th e most so ught after employment with graduates of more prestigious la w
schools.
Charles E. Boyce: It has a lways appeared unrealistic to me to pla ce a numerica l value on
any ki nd of subjective exam ina ti on. At the same time, it is obvious that certain essays
indicate a better grasp of legal thought than others. But to say that one disserta tion is two
points better than another, when that distinction could remove some individu a l from law
study , is presumptuous and unfair.
Traditionally, certain large law firm s have looked to academic standing as the sole
criteria for employment which could only be a ltered by family position. Obvious ly, in
order to maintain that system class ranking must be maintained. However, I am told that
recen\l y oersqns of extremely high rank from old line law schools are no longer interested
m positions with large firms, but are more interested in socia l change, client contact and
the drama of the area.
I would conclude by saying that the old methods of grading and examin ing in law schools
are no longer adequate for my purposes. My experience has taught me that my cli en ts are
more concerned whether I can get more money out of their husba nds than whether I full y
understa nd the rule in Shelly's case.
Ed Mill~~: I would prefer some uniformity among the various law schools, whatever
system is a dopted. Selection of an attorney from num erous applicants reo uires some
comparison ?etween law schools and the consideration of their respective sta nda rds.
?1ffer~nces m grade systems merely serve to furth er confuse matters, Jn the final
~nalys1s! assu~mg the applicant has a respectable record, the decision usually turns on
impressions gamed from a personal interview.

transcripts public. Thorne then Court of San Francisco asking

filed a motion for bias and
prejudice and Judge Campbell
assigned the case to Judge
Brazil.
In Judge Brazil's court the
defense was confronted by an
order of the fire marshal
limiting the number of people
allowed in the courtroom to 50
when over a hundred were
generally allowed in open
court. Judge Brazil, likewise,
denied a motion of change of
venue to San Francisco
County, reversing his order in
anger .
The defense was treated with
warmth and kindness by Judge
Robert J. Drewes of the
Superior Court of San Francisco until Thorne suggested
that Angela Davis would be
investigating on their behalf.
Drewes was in ce nsed, the
warden at San Quentin refused
to allow her access to the
prison and the State Attorney
General's
opinion
was
disallowed as being binding for
a State agency. His opinion
was that Miss Davis ha d the
right to serve on the defense
team a nd therefore should
have access to the defendants .
The case wa s
again
reassigned to a judge of a Civil
~ourt in San Francisco. After a
brief encounter, the defense
challenged the court for bias
a nd prejudice. In c lass ic
judicial form, frequently seen
in this case, the judge ruled,
"The motion to disqualify me
for bias a nd prejudice is
her eby stricken from the
record ." Upon a second
challenge, the judge s tepped
out of the case. Next the
pros ec ution made a n
unprecedented motion tha t the
trial be moved from San
Francisco to San Diego, unpr ece de nted because the
defense generally makes this
motion . The motion was

that the case be tried in San
Francisco. Many USD Law
students aided this procedure
by signing and soliciting affidavits. Presently, the case is
being tried in San Fra ncisco.
Slavery was abolished in
1863, but the working of this
doctrine is still being accomplished, and it takes little
imagination to see how it
applies to other minority
groups and economically
depressed peoples in thi s
country today. Compassion
was generated by the details of
this case, but the emerging
question relates to the
possibility of its happening to
us, our families or our clients.
Mr. Thorne did not come to our
campus to mock our judicial
system, nor inflame pass ion
aga inst the establishment. He calmly told a story of modern
slavery,
prejudice , and
politi ca l maneuvering. The
Soledad Brothers, John Thorne
and his associate, a re fighting
an ironic battle. Ironic because
the Constitution guarantees
every man a presumption of
innocence, a fair trial, a nd
humane treatment during the
trial, and if found guilty,
decent care while a ward of the
state. The racia l elements of
this case a re beyond lega l
considerations, but only
Uu·ough unbiased procedure,
adequate counsel and investigation can the spirit_ and
intention of the la w be fulfilled.
Three men, George Jackson ,
Fleeta Drumgo , and John
Clutch ette, are charged witl1
murder . They are on tria l for
their lives a nd for a principle.
We stand with them on both
sides of Uie question.
Clrnrlcs E. Maier nnrl
Judith Peters
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Phi Alpha Delta
With the first semester coming to a n end, PAD looks back at
two very successful seminars and a full list of noontime speakers,
including U1e San Diego District Attorney candidates. PAD inst.a iled 35 new members this fall from the second and third year
classes. At. the ceremonies held at the San Diego County Courthouse PAD also honored Superior Court Judge William Yale by
presenting him with an honorary membership in the frat ernity .
He is a well-known member of the bar 111 San Diego, and past
president of the San Diego Ba r Association. His expertise lies in
the fi eld of Ca lifornia rea l property Jaw. The ceremonies were
presided over by Judge George Lazar, a PAD member who has NEW MEMBERS - PAD Ju stic e Ri ck Cha pma n, l e ft .Ju dge William Yale, third fro m rig ht, was ins ta ll ed
been very generous in his assistance to this chapter. The party front, poses with new iniliates fo ll ow ing cere· as an ho norary me mbe r.
afterwards was held at the Oakwood Gardens, thanks to the ef- monies Nov. 21 . Thirty fiv e stud e nts join ed and
Lrts of Jim Dobbins.
On Saturday morning, Feb. 6, at the Vaquero Restaurant, the
Saturday morning breakfast speakers ' program will be
presenting J a mes H. Miller, a USO grad and San Diego attorney
A new tradition was begun on point failed , and the game undefeated first year class
who was ·recently re-elected to the post of chairma n of the Dec. 12, 1970 between USD ended shortly thereafter with earlier, 16 to 8. Howev~r,
Democratic Central Committee. For the night students this is a and Cal Western. The first the final score USD 20 Cal although the USD team C!lnfine opportunity to meet members of the legal community and recorded football game bet- Western 0.
sisted mainly of third year
socialize also. Hal Winter of the night class has information ween the two law schools took
The game was initiated by students, it was implemented
concerning the program. Cost for the breakfast a nd gratuitity- place at the U.S.D. stadium. the once-tied third year class with members of the seci:>nd
$1.60.
after it won over the previously and first year teams.
In the evening on February 6, Sue Findley, a PAD " new guy" U.S.D. came out on top of a
will be having a " polar bear" party at her home. There will be hard fought tussle scoring a 20
to
0
victory
.
refreshments and the pool will be open for those persons who feel
On the first drive of the
the urge to swim . (No sweat! The pool is heated .)
It appears that the spring " rush" activities will begin after the game, USD was stopped on the
first semester grades are released. Roger Springer will be three yard line after four atWith the commencement of the new year ; the frustra ting a nd
tempts to score from there. nerve-wracking period waiting for grades, and for some, the
coordinating the social side of these activities .
Thi s semester PAD will again present the annual Ca reer Day However, later in the first half period following when we wish we hadn't received them Phi
program. This event will feature panelist lawyers in the different Mitch Woodbury ca ught a Delta Phi proudly announces the installation of its new orficers
fields of law. This year's group will represent prominent at- touchdown pass from quar- for 1971. Elected were Joe Berg, Magister; Tom Wa rwick , Extorneys in the corporate, governmental, large firm , private, and terback Bill Brennan to make chequer; Frank Barcelona.Clerk ; and Ala n Block, Historia n. All
rural practice. It is an outstanding aid to the law student in the score USD 6, Ca l Western the new officers a re second year day students. The first
0. The extra point a ttempt Executive Boa rd Meeting of the new officers was held late in
making his future career plans.
The noontime speakers program will be continued this failed .
January where the major portion of the year's professi ona l a nd
semester at an increased pace. Blaine Phipps is coordinating the
In the second half, USD social events was planned. You can be sure Phi Delta Phi will
program to bring informative speakers to the school.
continue its fine progra m both social and for the Jaw student.
The clerkship program has placed several members of the began to roll. Doug Jennings
fraternity in jobs with loca l attorneys. Dana Gilbert has the in- started the scoring by catching
Brennan's
second
touchBill
.
formation on this . See him if you are looking for employment.
The PAD prowl car rider program is now running full speed down pass. Mitch Woodbury's
ahead . Mike McGinnis is handling the program , and doing an one-handed ca tch in the endexcellent job. Rides are available with the Chula Vista and El zone for the extra points exCajon Police Departments and the California Highway Patrol. tended the score to 14-0. The
Interested students (no need to be PAD members ) are en- score remained 14-0 until late
couraged lo see Mike in the PAD office on the first floor of More in the game when Bill Brennan
scored on a 10 yard quarHall between 12 and 1 p.m. daily.
The election of new officers will be conducted soon after the terback draw through a
installation of new members this spring. Interested persons are gaping hole up the middle
encouraged to consider the offices that will be open for the provided by Vince Ammirato
and Pete Bowie, the center and
following year.
Dick Klauer guard respectively. The extra

Local Jocks Beat CW, 20·0

PDP NEWS

'Ride-Along' Program Expanded;
Law Students Ride with Cops
The popula r " ride-along "
program, whi ch gives law
students an opportunity to ride
in a police patrol car and obser ve police practices firsthand , is being expanded this
semester to provide broader
exper ience for student riders.
The program is sponsored by
Phi Alpha Delta, and is being
admini stered by second-year
day student Mike McGinnis , a
former police offi ce r with
seven years ' law enforcement
experience.

officers in the program , which
was set up by McGinnis and the
Chula Vista Police Department. Student rid e rs ac_co mpani ed .officers . as they
issued traffic c1tat1ons investigated auto accident;, and
made arrests.
Thi s se mes ter , interested
students will have the addiUonal opportunity to ride
with and observe the El Cajon
Poli ce
Depa rtm e nt
and
Ca lifornia Highw ay P a trol.
The progra m is open to both
day and evening students
Last semester , about 125 from all classes.
'
students rode wi th Chula Vista
" Our c rimin a l-judi c ia l

iully'n
Featuring Prime Rib, Top Sirloin and Teriyaki Steak
Ho st: George Bullington
5755 LA JOLLA BLVO. - LA JOLLA
459-2768
Open for Dinner 6 p.m. · l a.m. daily Cocktails . 4 p.m. . 2 a.m.
1404 CAMINO DEL MAR - DEL MAR
755 -1660
Open for Lunch I I :30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Dinner 4:30 p.m.- 12:30 a.m.
Cocktails 11 :30 a.m. . 2:DO a.m.
BULL Y'S EAST

2401 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH - MISSION VALLEY
Open for Lunch 11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Dinner 4:3D p.m.-12 :30 a m
Cocktails 11:00 a.m. - 2: 00 a.m.
· ·

process depends on the cooperation of law enforcement
officials with the bench a nd
bar," McGinnis sa id, "and by
promoting communication and
unders tanding
b e twe e n
policemen and future atto~r\eys, this progra m can help
bridge the gap that sometimes
exists between the two. "
McGinnis said the progra m
can es pec ia ll y benef it the
student by providing him with
knowledge that ca n be useful in
his law practice.
. " Nearly_ every a ttorney is
mvolved m a criminal case
sometime during his ca reer "
he sa id, "a nd a practi~a l
knowledge of poli ce in vest1gallon and apprehension
pr?ced ures can a id th e
~i~m~~~~.'l,awyer in prepa ring

Phi Delta P hi 's new o ffi ce r s a r e pictured shortly
after their election. Sea ted from left are Joe Berg (mag iste r ) a nd
Tom Warwic k (Exchequer). Stand ing a re Alan Block (Hi stori a n) a nd
Frank Barcelona (C lerk).

NEW OFFICERS -

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
T\le annual seminar Progra m , offered late in the fall sem ester
succeeded in preparing the first year class for the se mester 's
exams. As well as being the educational device that it is. the
secondary purpose of the Seminars is to wa rn the freshm a n tha t
exams are right around the corner. As in the pa st the seminars
were heavily attended, a nd (we hope ) helpful. Phi Delta Phi
wishes all students the best of luck on the semes ter exams. a nd
especially to the first year class.
Sa ndy Roseman , Speakers Program Cha irman assured us tha t
this year's s peakers will be better tha n ever . Conti nuing our
effort to promote a cohesive educa tiona l environment fo r the law
student Phi Delta Phi will present a program of s peake rs
covermg a variety of lega l a reas including crim ina l law , cor·
porat10ns, tax , pe rsona l injury a nd divorce. The Spea kers wi ll
a ttempt to bridge the ga p between the black letter of the law as
we lea rn it in la w school, a nd the way it is practiced in rea lit y.
Look for posters a nnouncing the speakers and be sure to a tt end .
They a re a lways interesting as well as enterta in ing.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
As in U1e past P hi Delta P hi wi ll break the routine of law st udies
by ha ving socia l activities throughout the yea r . This year 's new
socia l chairman is Jim Spicv ak . This spr ing look fo r t he Second
Annual Saltwater Fishing Derby, which for s uccessful fishermen
helps the budget. The slopes are full of fresh snow for our upco mu~g ski pa rty , a nd when the s now melts Phi De lt a Phi heads
lor ~ 1 ss 1 01~ Bay foi; a s pring cookout. As you can see, things will
be ha ppenmg , don t let them ha ppen without you.

McGinni s noted tha t the
program a lso gives students an
opportunity to witness police
mvestigallon of traffic accidents - an experience useful
lo th.efoture a ttorney who may
be litiga ting acc ident liabi lity might have existed on either
cases.
side, McG innis said.
Students participating in th e
Pla ns are underway to exprogr ai:n und e r go a bri e f pand the progra m to include
orientation before riding and pa rticipa tion of more police
a lso . . are required to ' s ign depa rtm ents, and McGinnis
hab1hty release for ms. Bes ides hopes eve ntu a ll y to s upobse rving police pra ctices, pl e m en t
the
rid e-a Jong
students have an opportunity progr a m with law st ud e nt
lo excha nge ideas with of- lo~rs of the San Diego County
ficer s, which s om e tim es Jai l. Also, to insure tha t the
results in the nlterulion of progra m he has begun will be
stereotyped viewpo ints tha t self-perpet ua ting,
McG innis

Alan Block
has na med a firs t-year day
st ud e nt, Jack Doherty , <1 s
progra m co-cha irma n.
Students
interes t ed in
participating in the ride-a long
progra m a re invited to cont act
either McGinnis or Doherty to
mak e a rran ge me nt s . T hey
may be contacted in t.he PAD
offi ce dow nsta irs between noon
a nd I :00 p.m. , or in the SBA
office between 6:45 a nd 7:1 5
p.m .
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Painfully relevant to those who suggest that Black A:me~icans
d
t have sufficient cause to commence a revolution 1s the
D°ec~~ration of Independence - the idyllic written justification
for tJie American Revolution. That Blacks are a'Yar~ .of the
existence .of Uie Declaration of Indepen.dence as. a JUst1f1cahon
and warning of revolution was dramatically evidenced by the
presentation on January 4, 1970, of a mus1.cal ar:angmnent of the
Declaration by the singing gr~up, the Fifth D1me~s1on, during
the halftime of the championship game of the American Football
League, and has since become the theme of a popular alb.um.
There are precedents in history which serve as warnings that
violent revolution is possible. One such incident has been
revivified in William Styron's The Co11fcssions of Nat Turner.
The book is a fictional embellishment of the rebellion led by a
slave in 1831 , which took a hideous toll. Nat Turner l!ad his own
precedent, also, in the rev.oils of .Gabriel Prosser in 1800 a~d
Denmark Vesey in 1822 which, while small Ill scope and easily
suppressed, were nevertheless revolts. There is also evidenc.e of
at least 247 other revolts, although they have been characterized
as " little more than outbreaks of local vandalism."
Of more relevant and immediate concern is the conclusion of
the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders that the
riots of 1967 were largely the culmination of 300 years of racial
prejudice. Short of addional urban rioting or even a more
organized form of guerilla warfare, the conclusions of the
Commission must serve as the most authoritative and credible
warning White America can expect to receive.
or even a more organized form of guerilla warfare, the conclusions of the Commission must serve as the most authoritative
and credible warning White America can expect to receive.
The Commission reported that one of the catalysts of the riots
was that " the expectations aroused by the great judicial and
legislative victories of the civil rights movement have led to
frustration, hostility, and cynicism in the face of the persistent
gap between promise and fulfillment. " Another, and even more
pertinent catalyst, was reported to be "white terrorism directed
against nonviolent protest, . . . and the open defiance of law and
Federal authority by state and local officials resisting
desegregation, .
Nor did the police escape indictment, for the Commission
determined that:
Police have come to symbolize white power, white
racism, and white repression. And the fact is that many
police do reflect and express these white attitudes. The
atmosphere of hostility and cynicism is reinforced by a
widespread perception among Negroes of the existence of
police brutality and corruption and of a 'double standard' of
justice and protection- one for Negroes and one for whites.
The conclusions of the Commission leave little room to doubt
that part of the purpose of the Report was to issue a warning. The
Commission has declared :
To pursue our present course will involve the continuing
polarization of the American community and, ultimately,
the destruction of basic democratic values
In the
summer of 1967, we have seen in our cities a chain reaction
of racial violence. If we are heedless, none of us shall
escape the consequences.
Dean Robert F. Drinan of the Boston College Law School has
published a book analyzing in part, from a moralistic standpoint,
the resort of Blacks to the violence of the urban riots. Dean
Drinan reports that "the fact is that the law and the courts in
America have failed more spectacularly in bringing equality to
the Negro than they have in any other area of human life." He
concludes that " the legal guarantee of equality for the Negro is
one of the promises which American society has not kept."'
As to the role which the law has played in racial discrimination,
Dean Drinan observes that the:
fact to be emphasized here is the awful and appalling
truth that law in America - in all its majesty - has been
has been abused to bestow upon the racism of a white
majority the incalculable strength of legal recognition and
juridical enforcement. The law, to put it even more bluntly,
has imposed upon the psyche of the black American the
white man's image of Negroes as inferior and deserving of
segrega tion .
Blar.k leaders and writers have been issuing warnings for over
half a century, only to go unheeded. One such leader was W.E.B.
Du Bois, who wrote in 1915:
we need not waste time by seek ing to deceive our enemies
into thinking that we are going to be content with a half loaf,
or by being willing to lull our friends into a false sense of our
indifference and present satisfaction.
The American Negro demands equality ... ; a nd he is
never going lo rest sa tisfied with anything less. He demands
this in so spirit of braggadocio and with no obsequious envy
of others, but as an absolute measure of self-defense and the
only one that will assure to the darker races their ultim ate
survival on earth.
In 1925 Marcus Garvey set forth the objectives of the Universal
orth ~he objectives of the Universal Negro Improvement
Association , the prime objective of which was racial pride and a
separate Black nation in Africa. He has said:
. We cannot put off the consideration of the matter, for time
1~ pressing o~ ou.r hands. The educated Negro is making
ri~tful const1tut1onal demands. The great white majority
will never grant them, and thus we march on to danger if we
do not now stop and adjust the matter
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1963, warned that:
The Negro has many pent-up resentments and latent
frust~ahons, and he must release them .... If his repressed
emotions are not released in non-violent ways, they will

seek expression through violence; this is not a threat but a
fact of history.
The late Malcolm X warned in his autobiography that
"whether or not the while man of the world is able to face truth,
and facts, about the true reasons for his troubles - that's what
essentially will determine whether or not he will now survive."
Another author, Charles Silberman, has observed:
There is an .ugly streak of violence in the American
character that' erupts when racial change occurs ; we can
expect this ugliness to come to the surface more and
more ... The question .. .is no longer what to do, but whether
there is still time in which to do it.
Ominously, the Commission noted that while no organized
groups had been identified as havi ng initiated the 1967 riots, "the
continuation of disorders and polarization of the races would
provide fertile ground for organized exploitation in the future. "
The Black American population was recently determinea to be
in excess of 24,000,000 people. While such a figure represents a
most threatening explosive potential, a major factor which has
kept the lid on thus far has been the lack of national organization
and leadership. As with the fabled Hydra, every time a head
comes to the fore, it is lopped off by White America's legal
system. It is a fact of common repute that Stokely Carmichael, H.
Cleaver, Robert Seale, and many others have all fallen prey to the
White legal system. Other less violent leaders have been deposed
either by assassination or by divisiveness ca"~ed by the
unresponsiveness of the White majority. Whether the more
militant leaders had committed offenses punishable by law, the
single fact that virtually all have been deposed by the judicial
process is sufficient to rationalize a lack of confidence of the
Blacks in the American legal system.
Just as individual militant leaders have been deposed, so have
many of the militant constituencies been assaulted. It is a matter
of common knowledge that many Black Panther headquarters
across the nation have been raided. A recent report indicates the
federal government may be involved in some of the past raids .
The report concerned the refusal of the Mayor of Seattle to
permit local police to participate in an "information gathering"
raid on Panther headquarters planned for December, 1969. The
raid was subsequently abandoned. As evidenced by Detroit, such
raids continue into the present day, and it can be speculated that
they will not cease until there are no more identifiable pockets of
Black activists.
Legal theorists should be concerned not only with the acts
severing Black leadership and disrupting Black organizations,
but, more particularly, with the motive for such acts. The Seattle
report makes the motive at least suspect. If the purpose for the
raids is to keep Blacks disorganized, and prosecutions for parole
violations, threats on the life of the President, or illegal
possession of arms, serve only to legitimate the banishment of
Black leadership, then the spirit, if not the letter of the Constitution is being violated. The legal process is being misused to
accomplish solely White objectives.

Part Ill: The Alternatives
It must be considered that there is nothing more difficult of
s uccess, nor more dan_gerous to handle, than to initiate a new
order of things. For the reformer has enemies in all those who
profit by the old order, and only lukewarm defenders in all those
who would profit by the new order, this lukewarmness a rising
partly from fear of their adversaries, who have the Jaws in their
favor; a nd partly from the incredulity of mankind, who do not
truly believe in anything new until they have had actual experience of it. - Machiavelli.
Having considered the realities of Black existence under the
rule of the White legal system, and the warnings of the extent to
which Black unwillingness to remain subjegated may be
manifested, attention must next be turned to alternatives
available to the White majority both to alleviate the immedia te
threat lo America 's present institutions and to promote ultimate
equality.
A prerequisite to the adoption of any alternative is recognition
of the gravity of the threat posed to White institutions. A figure
which demonstrates the severity of the challenge is that if only 5
percent of the Black population is or becomes so disencha nted
with peaceful efforl' for racial progress as to be willing to take up
arms to enforce their own changes, the product would be over
1,200,000 armed Black Americans. While the Whites outnumber
the Blacks by approximately 9: 1, it takes not great sage to note
that America can ill afford such a confrontation. Even less can
America bear the conflict when it is considered in the light of the
atlltude expres.sed by Raymond Patterson, a Black poet, who
as~erts that while the Black doesn't think he can win, he doesn 't
think he can lose, either.
T~1r~e classe~ of alternatives present themselves tothe White
maJority. the first is to do nothing. The second is change in the
~pphcat10n of the legal system, a nd third is to change the system
itself.
The first alternative-doing nothing-assumes that the Black
threat is not sufficiently grave to forcibly evoke changes within
U1e present order. Such an opinion is not consistent with the
expressed views of some White leaders nor with "information
~athering" raids on Black Panther headquarters. Adoption of the
first alt~rnat 1ve. co.uld also be the result of the determination by
~e. ~hi~e majority that the Black demands are without
JUst1f1ca.t10n. Howe.v~r , it is first essential that the White majority
cons1de1 the reahlles of Black existence, as derived from
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continued

whatever sources Whites will accept as authoritative, before
such an alternative i~ elected.
In any event, doing nothing can have only an incendiary effect
on many Blacks who otherwise would peacefully await the muchneeded changes in the present order. In addition, there is a very
great danger that when things get "got enough", there will be so
much momentum to opinion induced in reaction to violence that
the probabilities of rational or orderly change would be minimal.
Quite probably, any change would be representative only of the
group in immediate power. The advocacy of change and reaction
is not limited to Black Americans, but is applicable as well to
"White backlash," which can be just as destructive of the present
constitutional sytem as can the Black threat, if not more so. A
continued postposing of the facing of domestic responsibilities
only serves to increase the risk of destruction and of failure to
preserve what most White Americans would want to preserve of
their system, if they thought about it.
An example of the " do-nothing" attitude is the Nixon Administration's approach to the racial struggle. One writer has
commented that President Nixon discredits the conclusion of the
Kerner Commission-that the American society is a racist
society-because he feels that ' this talk ... doesn't help in terms
of breaking down the prejudices.' He seems to miss the
elementary proposition that, unless one recognizes the existence
of a problem, one cannot begin action to solve it.
In Octboer, 1969 the Supreme Court rejected the Administration's argument for a slow-down in the pace of school
desegregation, and ordered immediate dissolution of dual
systems of education. Assuming the Administration intends to
enforce the Court's order, as it has said it will, there inevitably
exists a sizeable credibility gap between the extent to which the
Administration asserts it is enforcing the orders and that which
dissatisfied Blacks have a right to expect or will accept.
The second alternative, changing the manner of application of
the system, recognizes the root cause of discrimination within the
legal process. The essential fact is that the system in the abstract
is nondiscriminatory, but, because men are required to make the
process viable, the system has become the tool of the men applying it. It is unrealistic to suggest that the manner of application can be changed without changing the system. So to argue
is to assume that the attitude of the White majority will change
within the indeterminate period of time that the Blacks will
permit peacefully to elapse before revolution. In essence, it is to
advocate the first alternative of doing nothing.
Attention has been focused for some time on the third alternative of changing the system. Recognition that White men are
the q.iscrminatory elements within the system requires the
conclusion that either nothing be done or that the opportunities to
discriminate be more restricted. Aboliton of the prejudices which
are the foundation of the discrimination is an unrealistic consideration, in view of history, and at least in regard to the immediacy of the crisis. Dean Drinan asserts that "any enforcement of laws which is to create a just and free society must
be based not on the wishes of the majority, or on fear of any
minority but on a carefully balanced sense of the moral principles of equality, freedom , and reasonableness." In particular,
"the law must strive to be more imaginative and more creative
in its attempts to eliminate the obvious and heartrending obstacles
which now confront the Negro in his quest for human dignity ."
An example of an attitude unresponsive to this need is that
expressed by the American Bar Association. In response to the
conduct of Robert Seale in the fall of 1969 in the Federal District
Court sitting in Chicago, the A.B.A. determined to appoint a
committee to study and improve methods of handling defendants
who refuse to comport themselves in a manner deemed appropriate for a court of the United States. While most Americans
Black or White, do not in theory condone courtroom misconduct:
the decree of decorum and rigidity required should not be
disproportionate to the degree of justice which a defendant can
expect to be dispense in that same court. In other words ,
Amer~c~ns must. recognize that in instances there is a degree of
tnflex1b1hty w1thm the JUd1cal process which is inconsistent with
justice, and that inflexibility may lead to placing more emphasis
on form than su_bstance, which is also inconsistent with justice. A
:ece~t ~1scuss10n of the Chicago trial its underpinnings and
imphcat10ns, appears in the Fall, 1970, issue of Law Quadrangle
Notes.
Follo~ing is a discussion of changes which, while radical, are
responsive to the need to eliminate discrimination within the
legal process and to prom<?teiustice. Several of these changes are
desirable from the standpoint of more effective justice for all
Americans, not just Blacks.
1. One line of thought advocates the abolition of the adversa ry
system . The premises for this arguement are that the adversary
system too often transforms a courtroom into a circus a nd that
Justice _is not best served by counsel competing to build a
reputation, and thereby a practice. Much has been written of the
dear.th of Black attorneys and some on the young White lawyers
movmg _toward practice in the ghetto areas. However,very potent
economic factors tend lo restrict the extent to which competent
and experienced attorneys come to or remain in practice in the
ghettoe~ . Almost inevitably these econo.mic forces procrea te
imbalances w1th!n the courtroom , and conseq uen t injustices lo
the over-s1mphf1ed extent that the party who ca n a fford the
better attorney gains the verdict. It is not a uni versa l truth, but it
happens too often to permit the practice to continue
Discrimination within this aspect of the judicial system does not
rest so much with color differences as it does economic , and poor
Whites have somewhat the same problem .
2. _A less drastic and possibly more viable alternative to
abohlton of the .a ~versary system is to place all criminal, and
possibly some c1v1l, defense counsel on salary. Such a program

has d_isadvantages as well as advantages, however, one of which
is t.hat. t.he institut!:i!'l which provides the salary has certain interests it deems imporant to protect, and many tend to select
counsel to be employed accordingly. The suggestion has a
definite advantage in that it tends to eliminate the problem of
counsel providing a defense commensurate with the fee counsel
can collect. There are present trends in this direction, with a
number of agencies such as Defenders, Inc., and group legal
service organizations.
3. Another suggestion has been the abolition of the jury system,
albeit contrary to the Sixth Amendment. The basis for. the
proposal is the practical impossiblity for a defendant to obtain a
jury of his peers in the historical sense of the phrase. In addition,
such factors as cost, time, confusion, and lack of special
knowledge in the legal area have contributed to the condemnation of the process.
Much has been written on the advisability of retaining the jury
system, but almost exclusively in regard to civil cases, and not
criminal. In considering the validity of the jury trial as an institution, it must first be recognized that the modern jury
resembles the original only in number, and that all other
characteristics are dissimilar. Consequently, it must be asked
whether the purpose for which the jury system exists is
realizable in the face of modern alterations.
The above discussion applies equally to an argument for
abolition of the grand jury system of indictment. Both juries are
in a position to discriminate on issues irrelevant to and often inconsistent with justice, and take the form of social and economic
discrimination, as well as racial.
The realistic consequence of aboliton of the grand and petit
jury processes is that a defendant or the parties could have the
particular action resolved by one person, the judge. It may be
desirable to have a case decided by a party knowledgeable in the
law, but it can be disadvantageous to have a sole arbiter determine the verdict. Especially is this so when it is recognized that a
judge is also susceptible to prejudices. An alternative to this
consequence could be a requirement of a three judge panel for
every trial.
4. Establishment of separate Black courts has also been
suggested as an alternative to present discriminatroy practices.
These courts would have Black judges and attorneys. Most important to the effectiveness of a Black legal system would be a
Black police force, which would be answerable to the Black
community Je~dersh~p. A prerequisite to the acceptance by
Blacks of the mstitution of such a system is the power of the
Black communities to elect their own legal administrators.
5. A fifth suggestion is abolition of state legal administrations
including legislative authority to prescribe both procedural rule~
and substantive offenses. It is common knowledge that Congress
has established a small body of criminal law , and that federal
law enforcement agents are in abundance in every state.
Moreover , jurisdiction over certain classes of offenses is divided
between state and federal courts, as in narcotics prosecutions. In
addition, a multitude of uniform codes are being promulgated
throughout the states and are being adopted, although occas10nally w_ith some modifications. In view of the foregoing ,
White America must reconsider whether the existence of the
seve_ral state governme_nts enhances the protection of the rights
of c1t1zens and - or still serves as an effective check on the
usurpation by the federa l government of what has been
historically regarded as reserved to the sta tes.
6. The last suggestion to be discussed is one which advocates
the ceding of Mississippi , Louisiana, Alabama , Georgia and
South Carolina to Blacks and payment of $400 billions in
reparations, part of which would go to reimburse dispossessed
Whites and compensations for loss of corporate property.
The proposition is one which is advanced by the Republi c of
New Africa, and is consistent with the type of program advocated
by Garvey in 1925, supra. What has yet to be determined is the
extent to which Black Americans would support such a program.
The advantages to a separate Black nation could be manyfold ,
to both Blacks and White. Consider, for insta nce, the remova l of a
large per cent of America 's welfare recipi ents from U1e welfare
rolls forever . In addition, the White majority would ha ve
removed from its direct concern a major ca use of nationa l strife
and international embarrassment, a nd would be free to order
their lives without the racial pressures attendant toda y. The
program 1s far supenor to the apa rtheid of South Africa a nd
co uld improve international relations by the process of m~ttual
respect of sovereignty, territorial integrity, and eventually
cooperation.

Part IV: Summation
It is the White man 's burden lha l he must dec ide what course
America wi ll adopt. ll is lhe White whi ch controls the courts the
gover~m ent , soci ety a nd the purse strings . Dea n Ha rbec ht of the
Det roit School of Law has written: What we are now faced with
and with ~hock, is that we are so fa r shor t of our idea ls that ou;.
~hortco mrngs may well make our way of life no longe r via ble.
fh e issue we face can be put simply enough: if we wish to keep
our affluen ce where it is and the wa y it is, we will hav e to give up
some.of our idea ls. The South Afr icans have made this choice. All
m e ~1 m Uia t co untry are not equa l and if the whites can maiul a in
U1e1r power , all men are not. going to be equa l. If, on the other
h ~ nd, '.ve wish lo pursue ~ur _idea ls of fr eedom a nd equality, we
ate go mg lo ha ve lo redistribute ou r a fflu ence.
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FOUND AMONG FACULTY
By Tom Gray

Why would an up and
coming young attorney,
successfully star ted in
practice with a large and
well-established firm, leave
to start a new career
teaching law? Prof. Mike
Dessent says that it was a
combination
of
the
challenge of teaching, the
freedom of the academic
environment, and the
chance to work with young
people.
· At 28, Prof. Dessent is
himself younger than a
sizeable
minority
of
students at this school. He is
married , and has one
daughter. He finds the
flexibility of his new position
one of its most desirable
aspects.
A member of the Law and
Poverty Committee of the
Bar, the professor also acts
as an advisor to the Community Action Council in
Logan Heights. In the latter
role, he once answered some
questions for three men who
had a considerable interest
in the law relating to armed
robbery, until it developed
that they appeared to be
planning one '
A more typical, if less
exicting problem was to
explain to the citizens on the

I-

council the requirements to
complete their census forms
last year - a matter that
was both confusing and
embarrassing to many
residents of the area. His
participation shows his
commitment to the concept
that every lawyer has a duty
to aid those who otherwise
would be without a source of
legal advice.
Besides the freedom for
independent legal pursuits,
Prof. Dessent has found the
flexibility of his new career
to allow him more time to
engage in athletic activities.
Formerly
he
played
baseball, both as an undergraduate
at
Northwestern and later in semipro leagues in the Chicago
area . About a year ago he

began playing tennis, and is
now considered a formidable challenger by some
who frequent the USD
courts at lunchtime.
Prof. Dessent is ve ry
enthused about teaching
law, and about USD's law
school. The depth and introspective nature of class
discussions here have left
him with a favorable impression of the caliber of the
students. The combination
of the rewards of teaching
and the San Diego climate
are to his liking, and at this
point he is not considering
any changes in occupation
or lo ca ti on.
His
students
will
generally be happy that he's
here to stay.

•"I THE NEXT ISSUE:

Procedure for Candidates*
Note: At time of publication, these procedures were not yet approved by the SBA
_

§

or the Elections Chairman. Candidates are
cautioned to check the Elections Rules for
authoratative information.

March 15 Monday

::

§
§
§

Election Schedule*

As has been done in the past, the Woolsack

March 17 Wednesday
March 22 Monday

plans to publish the platforms of candidates

March 23 Tuesday

::

for SBA office, in a special pre-election issue.
To ensure publication of his platform each

March 29 Monday thru
March 31 Wednesday

::

candidate must submit his statement
onMarch17,1971.

§

-

b~ noon

Because of space limitations, the maximum

Nominations open
Woolsack deadline
Nominations close
Woolsack publishes

-

E
::

~
~
~

Elections

:

~

-

::

*Tentative

length of statements will be restricted to
250 words for candidates for any office except President. Presidential candidates only
will be allowed 500 words. Candidates may

§

either submit a photograph or make an appointment as early as possible with a Woolsack photographer.

§
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California Bar Review Course
represents

A BE TER OPPORTUNITY
Only CBRC Succeeded in Passing 75% (9 out of 12)
With Our Closest Competitor Failing Nearly 40% of
USO Examinees.

LIVE

LECTURES
* Over 60 hours of our lectures

All

are devoted to issue spotting.
Over 12,000 of our students are
licensed Attorneys.

New Printed Outlines
** At no additional cost, CBRC offers

Two Sessions to the USD student.
The Evening session will be 'live' The Morning session will be 5-day
taped-delayed lectures of our evening session. Students may attend
either, both or part of any session(s).

The Lottery Revisited
By Alex Landon
It has been a little more than
a year since the national lottery draft was instituted, and
many of the questions of how
the system would work have
been answered. For those men
whose boards did not reach
their lottery numbers , the
lottery worked to determine
their futures with the draft.
Other men, who were not
drafted, but whose boards
called their numbers , are
CONGRATULATIONS - California Supreme Court Justice Stanley Mosk, faced with the same apcenter, presents the first place award in the first semester law review prehensions
about being
writing competition to Paul Ganley when th e justice spoke here in drafted that existed under the
December. At right is Alan Winterhalter, law review editor.in-chief. old system.
The national ceiling set for
all local boards in 1970 was 195.
(What this means is that local
boards could call all numbers
up to 195. ) If the number of a
registrant, who was part of the
first lottery 09 years old as of
On Nov. 30, 1970, San Diego lraception and the Juvenile Dec. 31, 1969), was above 195 or
Law Review Association an- Court"
went
to
Mike was not called by his local
nounced the winners of its first Bloomingdale, also a third- board during 1970, he goes into
writing competition. The ar- year day student.
the second priority group and
ticles submitted were judged
The awards were presented, will not be drafted unless
by a panel of three on behalf of the Law Review, military manpower needs
distinguished members of the the School of Law and the escalate far beyond those
local bench and bar. Judge Student Bar Association by Mr. anticipated. If, on the other
Robert Vaughn of the San Justice Stanley Mosk of the hand, the registrant's local
Diego Juvenile Court, General California Supreme Court. board called his number,but
George W. Hickman, Professor Paul Ganley and Glenn did . not draft the registrant
of Law at USD and Mr. Louis S. Robinson's articles will appear durmg 1970, he goes into the
Katz, a well known local trial in Volume 8, Issue 2 of the ~;i~.nded priority group for
attorney, comprised the panel. Review , which is scheduled for
First place award, for an publication in March, 1971.
Those registrants in the
article entitled "The Battered
In presenting the awards, extended priority group for
Child-Logic in Search of Mr. Justice Mosk commented 1971, who are ava ilab le for
Law" went to Paul M. Ganley, that he was pleased to see such induction, will be drafted
a third-year day student. interest by our students in the before all of those registrants
Second place, for an article area of juvenile law.
in lhe second lottery (drawn
entitled "Certification of
San Diego Law Review last July and affecting all men
Minors to the Juvenile Court" Association has announced a who became 19 during 1970). If
went to Glenn Robinson, a second semester writing a registrant in the extended
second-year day student. Third competition, the details of priority group was available
place a ward, for his article which may be found elsewhere for service as of January 1.
entitled "Compulsory Con- in this issue.
1971, and remains available

Ganley Wins Law Review
Writing Competition

through Mar. 31, 1971 , without
being inducted, then he will be
placed in · the second priority
group as of April 1, 1971. It
should be pointed out that the
chances of this happening are
very slim in light of the fact
that the draft calls for January
and February are 17,000. (This
situation is impossible for men
registered with San Diego
boards because the national
ceiling for January was 100,
and all San Diego boards called
through their extended priority numbers in January. )

1-S, II-A , II-C, II-S, and III-A ,
to drop their classifications
and become I-A. The purpose
of
the
Local
Board
Memorandum is to allow those
registrant s whose lottery
numbers are above the
national ceiling at the end of
the year to drop into the second
priority group of the lottery
system. (in order for one to be
considered part of the 1970
lottery, a registrant , who had
received his number in the first
drawing , must ha ve been I-A
as of Dec. 31 , 1970).

Two significant changes in
Selective Service procedure
did occur during 1970. First,
Selective Service Regulation
1631.7 was amended to allow
those registrants who became
26, even if through administrative delays, who had
not been ordered for induction,
to avoid induction even though
their numbers had been called
before their 26th birthday.
Second,
Loc a l
Board
Memorandum 117 was issued
whic h a ll ows for those
registrants who are classified

In looking to the year 1971;
Curtis Tarr, National Director
of Selective Service . ha s
forec ast that the national
ceiling will once again be 195.
Possible troop withdraw! from
Vietnam and possible abolishment of student deferments
may make Tarr's prediction
come true . How e ver. th e
c urr e nt r a te of men not
showing up for induction (40
percent in Ca lifornia ) or
refusing induct ion will certainly put pressure on Mr.
Tarr's prediction.
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